G.D.Goenka Public School, Kanpur
Session 2016-2017

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
GRADE 9 - A/B

Sub: Foundation of Information Technology (FIT)
(Topic: Computer System, Types of Hardware and Types of Software)
Section A: Objective Type Questions
Multiple Choice Questions
1. The physical components of the computer system are called ……………………………
a) Software
b) Hardware
c) Firmware
d) Liveware
2. The programs or instructions that tell the computer what to do, are known as ………………….
a) Software
b) Hardware
c) Firmware
d) Liveware
3. This part sends signals to other parts of the computer to tell them what to do
a) CPU
b) Motherboard
c) Icon
d) Hard drive
4. Which one is the device that is the “Brain” of a computer system?
a) CPU
b) CD-ROM
c) Mouse
d) Scanner
5. The part of a computer that allows the user to view information on a screen.
a) Mouse
b) RAM
c) CPU
d) Monitor
6. This part sends signals to other part of the computer to tell them what to do
a) CPU
b) Keyboard
c) Mouse
d) Hard disk
7. This memory is short term storage and is lost when the computer is turned off.
a) RAM
b) CPU
c) Hard disk
d) RAM
8. This part allows the user to hear information from the computer.
a) Monitor
b) Software
c) Input
d) Speaker
9. Another name for all the parts of a computer.
a) Process
b) Hardware
c) Monitor
d) Software
10. This part stores data, programs, settings, and the operating system while the computer is off. While it is on,
it spins inside the computer reading and writing data.
a) CPU
b) ROM
c) RAM
d) Hard Disk
11. A collection of 8 bits is called
a) Byte
b) word
c) record
d) file
12. In computer terminology, a complier means
a) A person who computes source programs
b) The same thing as a programmer
c) A key puncher operator
d) A program which translates high level language program to machine language
13. The primary job of the operating system of a computer is to
a) Command resources
b) Be user friendly
c) Provide utilities
d) All the above
14. The operating system of a computer serves as a software interface between the user and
a) Hardware
b) peripheral
c) memory
d) screen
15. The term “operating system” refers to
a) A set of programs which controls computer working
b) The way a computer operator works
c) Conversion of high level language into machine code
d) The way a floppy disk drive operates
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16. Operating System is
a) A collection of hardware components
b) A collection of input-output devices
c) A collection of software routines
d) All the above
17. Operating system
a) Links a program with the subroutines it references
b) Provides a layered, user-friendly interface
c) Enables the programmer to draw a flow-chart
d) All the above
18. Which of the following is an example of computer software?
a) Impact printer
b) Console
c) Payroll package
d) OCR
19. Which type of software is designed to perform specific personal, business, or scientific processing task?
a) System
b) Applications
d) GUI
d) Compiler
20. Which software takes control of computer system on startup?
a) Compiler
b) Operating system
d) Application software
d) all of the above
Fill in the Blanks
1. Computer ………………………….are the physical parts that make up a computer system. They are the parts that
you can see and …………………………………
2. ………………………………………..is used to provide instructions to the computer so that it can perform certain
tasks.
3. …………………………are the raw facts from which ………………………………………is derived.
4. The………………………..directs other components of the computer to perform the tasks specified in the
program instructions.
5. Collecting the data and converting it into information is called……………………………..
6. Results are obtained from computer through its ………………………..unit.
7. ……………………………….is the most powerful computer.
8. Computers are ………………………………..than human beings.
9. Computers are ……………………………to tiredness and …………………………………..
10. Computers have …………………………………IQ
11. There are two basic types of disks…………………..disk and floppy disk
12. Printed copy is often called……………………………
13. …………………………..printers do not use physical impact to transfer characters to paper.
14. Data representation in a computer uses the …………………………….number system.
15. The CPU is made up of two smaller components: the …………………………or ……………………….and the
………………………..or …………………………
16. The binary system uses the symbols ……………………………..and ……………………………..
17. The digits of the binary system are called……………………………….
18. A unit of eight bit memory cell groups is called a ………………………….
19. A KB in computer terminology is equal to ………………………bytes
20. The most familiar output device for the microcomputer is the ………………………………..
21. The four functional components of a digital computer are : input device …………….., …………and output
device.
22. Internal storage is also called main………………………………
23. Instructions to computer are given through …………………………..
24. Calculations are made in computer with the help of its ……………………………….
25. The term bit stands for……………………………….
26. A unit of measure equal to approximately 1 billion bytes is called a………………………………..
27. The programs designed to govern the computer hardware system are called the ………………………..
28. Software designed for a specific application such as pay calculations, processing of examination result etc
are known as………………………………………….
29. Control Unit (CU) is called the …………………………
30. Software that designs the pamphlets, brochures etc is an example of ……………………..
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Section C: Application Oriented Problems
1. A typist has by mistake typed wrong information. There were five lines each having two segments. The
typist by mistake has joined wrong statements.
Your job is to correct the sentences by identifying the correct segment. Second segment of a sentence is
shown in bold letters. The wrongly typed sentences are:
i)
A central processing unit obtains the data entered by the user.
ii)
An output unit comprises of two parts mainly – the processor and main store.
iii)
An input unit is also known as backing store.
iv)
External memory is responsible for producing processed information in human readable form.
v)
The brain of the computer is its memory.
2. Identify the category, the following computers belong to:
i)
Microwave oven at your home.
ii)
Big interconnected computers housed at scientist lab to carry out scientific research.
iii)
The computer carried the sales executives that he carries everywhere he goes to.
iv)
The computer in your school lab.
3. Name the devices A,B,C,D and E

A.

………………………..
B………………………
C………………………..

D………………………..

A.

B. ………………………..

B………………………
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C………………………..

D………………………..

4. Each piece of hardware in the table below is either an input, output or storage device. For each, put a tick
in the correct box. As an example, a keyboard is an input device so a tick is placed in the Input column. Tick
one box only for each device.
Device
Input
Output
Storage
Keyboard

CD-ROM Drive
Digital Camera
Graphics digitizer
Hard disk drive
Laser printer
Light pen
Monitor
OMR reader
RAM
Touch pad
5. Below is a list of various types of application software :
Database, desktop publishing, drawing, mail-merging, modeling, spreadsheet, web designing, word
processing
Which one would be the most suitable to use for each of the following tasks?
a) Rotation of shapes
b) Typing in text for a novel
c) Using frames to position text and graphics on a page
d) Replication of cells
e) Carrying out a complex search on two or more criteria
f) A simple flight simulation
6. Ring two items which are output device
Blu-ray disc
Graph plotter
Graphics tablet
Optical mark reader
Projector
Web Cam

Note : Homework must be submitted in first week of July
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